Open Brief / Open Letter
to
desireestokkel.nl
newlegalframe.com

- China-embassy in The Hague, NL -

18 march 2008

Dear Xue Hangin & Wen Jiabao,
The World is confused about 'violatons of human rights and what to do against it', even in NL.
I blame the media for this first, politics second.
The media boycots valuable information about lawcases of civilians, which causes psychoses on tv, in
newspapers & online. Because of this, even International Courts of Law hide important cases from the
public, too.
Result: more agression and horrible fights for so called human rights.
Fortunately, individuals can open their personal website nowadays ... and publish truth on it for the
community. On my site I ask you 'to make my websites - ful of evidence about my lawcase with the
International Criminal Court against NL - available in China'.
I leave this message there, untill someone can confirm reading my sites in Asian.
NGOs & AVOs for HR should be very ashamed of themselves, especially in countries where Courts of Law
are available to claim HR for every individual with.
When a country is lawless, NGOs & AVOs can be activists, but only untill the moment they have
managed to establish 'a new court-system and have educated the local residents on how to use this
court'.
Wherever I look, HR-NGOs & AVOs don't educate individuals on 'how to protect yourself with New Legal
Frames'. This must change.
My straigthforward request to you and Asian:
● Will you educate HR-activists in China... and turn them into EQ-builders?
Make them study in prison, teach them how to write appropriate letters / reports to parliament &
government, 'to claim their HR with'.
● Will you publish these effective letters / reports on the websites of the China-parliament?
● And I want you to make Asian-residents aware of the online-opportunities on this subject.... and
have them use the Web in a way the Universe can live with it. Like I do.
We have better things to do than maintaining 'to fight for Human Rights'.
Remove stupidity within ourselves & community, for example. Build Fair Trade & EKO for all of us.
Restore International Courts of Law in solid legal frames in favour of all Worlds'residents, now it's still
possible.

Have a nice day,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
+31 23 5279457
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